
a control panel for VPS, web servers, and websites



Ispmanager has more than 18 years of experience in the market. It supports dozens of tools and 
technologies. Millions of websites work with the help of it. Quality technical support is ready to help 

24/7, and detailed documentation and training materials are available in several languages

countries
150

years
18

servers
300К

and  love of our usersendless



It has a unified interface style both for shared hosting and for 
VDS/VPS and cloud servers. Users who have grown out of 
inexpensive hosting can easily adapt to a more complex and 
expensive product with ispmanager

It is stable with popular web servers 
and supports such server operating 
systems as AlmaLinux, CentOS, 
Debian, Ubuntu, VzLinux 8

It is cloud-hosting friendly. Once 
the server configuration changes, 
ispmanager updates the data in 
its statistics

It is thought out in terms of UX design, logic and usability of 
graphical interface. And due to the large number of tools, it 
meets the needs of both beginners and professional web 
developers and system administrators


Suitable for you 
and your users!





It's believed that the 
panel should have a 
user-friendly interface, 
rich functionality, and 
solid security.



Ispmanager is 

the very same





Our solution is your profit
Participation in our partner program is an opportunity to increase 
business profitability and take the quality of service to the next level

More information about the program for partners 
can be found in the presentation for partners

SSL certificates from global certification centers, 
DDoS-guard protection module, one of the best 
security solutions Dr.Web Antivirus Server Suite

* 

1
Flexible terms of 
cooperation that will 
allow you to further 
monetize sales of VPS 
and cloud servers

2
Co-marketing activities 
expanding your target 
audience and improving 
your image as an expert

3
Detailed documentation 
and training to reduce 
your customer support 
costs

4
Ability to increase your 
profits by upselling 
software purchased 
from us at discounts* 

https://ispmanager.com/files/Partner_programm_presentation.pdf


Experts in  
software development
The company has 18 years of experience in 
software development. Our close cooperation 
with hosting providers and in-depth knowledge of 
the industry helps us understand business needs 
and market trends

Regular updates
Every two weeks we release a beta version of 
the product, and monthly — a stable release 
with improvements and updates. We maintain 
compatibility with third-party applications, and 
once errors occur, we can quickly respond to 
them and release bug fixes

Customers all 
over the world
Ispmanager is used in more than 150 
countries. All services are translated 
into English, including documentation, 
support, and interfaces

Long-term partnership
We build reliable and long-term relationships 
with partners: we listen to their opinion, take 
into account their requests when developing a 
product, and conduct joint marketing activities. 
Many companies have been cooperating with us 
since our foundation

Benefits of cooperation



We have been cooperating with



Hovhannes K.
Back-end developer

The best server 
management tool

I am using ispmanager for about 6 
years. And every time when one of our 
clients asks to set up a VPS, I always 
suggest using ispmanager. It is very 
easy to use, but also very powerful. It 
takes a few seconds to set up a new 
website with ispmanager

Karol J.
CEO

Best server panel!

Best server/hosting panel I ever 
use - plesk, cpanel, directadmin 
can learn from it. 



Mutli-server environment, 
cloudlinux, easy of setup, seperate 
php versions and db versions

Shafei S.
Developer

Very good web 
control panel

My overall experience is that I 
have been using ispmanager for 
almost a year, and I like it very 
much. Don’t think I will change it. 
The price is very good compared 
to others and full features

User reviews



Why users will like ispmanager?

Efficiency
Ispmanager requires a 
minimum of server resources

Usability
Advanced and user-friendly interface 
where you do not have to wander

Multifunctionality
There are all features required for web 
development and administration

Relevance
New features are added based 
on user feedback

Fault tolerance
Even if all projects are down, 
the panel will work

Adaptivity
The panel is loyal to third-party 
tools on the server.

Security
Due to regular updates and improvements, 
the panel remains protected, and bugs are 
quickly fixed

Cost-effectiveness
This is one of the most affordable 
solutions among fee-based panels



1
Management and 
configuration of Apache, 
Nginx, OpenLiteSpeed 
web servers

2
Website building, CMS 
installation, website 
design, file management

3
Installation and management 
of databases, including 
configuration of alternative 
versions of MySQL, Percona 
Server, MariaDB, PostgreSQL

4
Embedded DNS server, 
domain setup, and ability 
to integrate with 
DNSmanager

5
Dovecot, Exim mail servers. 
Web interface to access 
RoundCube mailboxes. 
Mail security and mailing 
management

6
Support for programming 
languages PHP, Python, 
JavaScript (node.js)

Ispmanager key features



Firewall, SSL certificates, email spam filters, Fail2Ban, user rights 
management, backup, protection against DDoS attacks, antivirus

* 

7
PHP Composer, npm, Pip 
batched managers

8
Support for different 
versions and processing 
modes in PHP separately for 
each site on the same server

9
Node.js installation and 
support with ability to 
custom its own version 
for each site

10
Multiselect for 
Python versions

11
Docker support. With 
local and remote storage

12
Embedded security tools 
for server and hosting* 



Great, easy and handy!

The panel is very handy, it solves a 
lot of problems for you. It has enough 
features for the entry-level and 
gradually with increasing experience 
you will discover something new 
(they are already inside, you just do 
not use them).



Plus the dashboard on the main page 
shows all the information you need, 
and remote work is also convenient.

DiMa.hu

A good choice for a 
hosting control panel

Thanks to ispmanager, our clients 
can easily solve almost any issue 
related to a web server or website. 
From site hosting, SSL certificate 
installation, database management 
to server support and administration. 
Liked the possibility of joining an 
affiliate program to receive discounts 
and joint marketing promotion

McloudEasy by EUROPLANET

My experience was better 
than what I was expected

I like how the panel deals with 
security issues. Keeping track of 
security patches for the operating 
system, software, and the stability 
of the whole bunch is quite a 
problematic endeavor. The panel 
saves you from this, you stop 
thinking about it. You know: if 
something is found, it is likely to 
be fixed in the next patch.

Partner reviews about working with ispmanager



SSL certificates
In addition to the panel itself, we provide SSL certificates from 
global certification authorities such as Sectigo, GlobalSign, Thawte, 
GeoTrust, DigiCert as well as free Let’s Encrypt SSL certificates.



We are ready to make a great offer for those who are open to the 
opportunity of extra profit by reselling SSL certificates



SSL certificates presentation

https://ispmanager.com/files/Presentation_SSL_compressed.pdf


Learn more about Dr. Web in our presentation:

Dr.Web presentation

Dr.Web
Also, as a tool for upselling, we offer our partners an anti-virus module from 
Dr.Web. Their antivirus solutions are known and respected by users for their 
quality and search depth. The Dr.Web module in ispmanager is protection for 
your users and additional profit for you

https://ispmanager.com/files/Presentation_Dr.Web.pdf


Try ispmanager for free

Contact details

Tepeleniou, 13, Tepelenio Court, 
2nd floor, 8010, Paphos, Cyprus

Ilya Zyuzyukin
+7 (931) 109 52 15

To get started: 
Technical support: 
Joint marketing: 

bizdev@ispmanager.com

help@ispmanager.com


marketing@ispmanager.com
Follow us
Facebook

LinkedIn

Twitter

Discord

YouTube

https://www.ispmanager.ru/try?utm_source=presentation&utm_medium=about_company&utm_campaign=try
https://www.facebook.com/ispmanager.software/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/80027470/
https://twitter.com/ISPmanagerCom
https://discord.gg/fG2bydXumv
https://www.youtube.com/@ispmanager_en

